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About This Game

A rogue-lite, action platformer, tower defense, with a little rpg all in one.
As an action platformer, you can double jump, dash, and even climb a wall up and down while using a one-handed weapon.

But all of those must be unlocked via Distro Machine using the unit component.

As a rogue-lite, every level is random procedural generated.
That means every game session is different.

It also features permadeath, so everything that you work really hard for will be gone when you die.

Well, with exceptions..

And that brings it to rpg element which can be turned off if you so desire.
The very rare Xolyriums can be collected and can be spent on upgrading your reconnoiter.
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And finally, the tower defense.
This one may be a little too hard at first, but with patience, skill, and strategic preparations using gun turrets, missile launcher, or

a tesla tower you can do it!

Be warned, that this game requires some patience and skill.
The AI modifications can be a little intimidating at first but once you get the hang of it, you will feel like a boss.

Are you ready to annihilate all abominations of XO-Planets to find a new home for mankind?

LOCAL COOP IS NOW AVAILABLE!

Procedural Random Level Generation, No gameplays will ever be the same

Randomly generated weapons. Now 9 different weapon types (sword, axe, whip, gun, shotgun, sniper, and 3 different
launchers)

3 different weapon enhancements (vampiric, fire, and ice)

Modify your weapon with mod drops

Find all the Legendary weapons

Over 25 Enhancement Mods for the AI unit. (including Jet-pack, Teleport, and Juggernaut)

Permanent Enhancements to unlock using Xolyriums

A Distro Machine where you can buy enhancements for your AI

5 Bosses to outsmart and eliminate

5 mini bosses (bounty) to kill

25 enemy creatures with different behaviors and immunity to annihilate

Gamepad fully supported

Play with a friend on local coop

Unlock the Jukebox and listen to the cool Soundtrack.

Search and Destroy

Bounty Hunter

Bomber Man
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Treasure Hunter

Tower Defense

Ruins of War

Unlock and learn the stories behind every G-Raiders crew

Unlock Intels on every invaders

Six playable AI Reconnoiters with different playstyle (6 must be unlocked)

DOWNLOAD DEMO HERE

CURRENT GOAL:
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Hard Save. Save & Exit during mission

Resolution. Make it pretty

Squashing bugs

Polishing all Dialogs

Add More mission

Change Permanent Upgrade to streamlined. Like Nuclear Throne.

SOUNDTRACKS:

Ritchie's Sea 5 - Joe Reynolds/Professorlamp

Level Tracks by Trevor Lentz
http://opengameart.org/content/convergence

ANTEHYMN - Perry Butler (HECTAVEX)
http://opengameart.org/content/antehymn
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Title: XO-Planets
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Bohfam
Publisher:
Bohfam
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8

Processor: 2.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X9.0c Compatible Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 GB available space

Sound Card: Anything that works

Additional Notes: Microsoft Xbox 360 Controller or Direct Input compatible controller

English
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SHERLOCK HOLMES: THE SILVER EARING IS A BUNCH OF MÖTHER♥♥♥♥♥ERS

meh graphics, bad voice acting, dumb story, crappy pixelhunting, that bit wtih the guard dog can suck my dïck, quiz part is
dumb ea5rwsd3425wersad879uhiojk4wter so mad about video games right now.. Getting over it (Shovel Knight Edition). Dat
Music - Priceless!. Changed my life, I had no idea how hard the life of a tomate was. Cinematic Masterpeice deserves all
awrds.. I was alone, and cold on a rainy day in Mecklenburg. When I was approached by a man, who put his warm body to mine
and whispered in my ear, and I'll never forget what he said to me, in that smooth, buttery voice of his, he gently whispered.
"Damn this weather, Sir! Wet powder makes misfires a certainty!"

Oh yeah..as for the game..It's a good game, great if you like the time period, and a smaller scale than Empire, but it still has all
the issues that plague Total War. Check it out when you get the chance.. If you get easily salty cos of bad game mechanics then
you shouldn't play this game.
In general I'd suggest everyone to play this game with a walkthrough of it, so everytime when you get stuck you can check the
walkthrough and progress further in the game. I play a lot of detective games and I got stuck a lot of times in this game, cos
sometimes you literally have to find a bunch of hair somewhere which you can super easily overlook.
And if you reach the point in the game where you have to sneak past a guard and the guard dog: SAVE IMMEDIATELY!
Because if you fail to sneak past them, the investigation is over and you have to re-load a save. Since this game does not have
autosave, it has happened to me that I forgot to save for quite a while, got caught by the guards and lost progress of almost an
hour.
And if you reach the point where you're in a forest which is kind of like a maze: SAVE IMMEDIATELY AGAIN! Because the
same thing will happen again if you fail this mission.

Some of the puzzles did not make any sense to me, even with the help of the walkthrough. And the story can get super confusing
at one point cos it's connected with so many side stories and I gotta admit that I lost track of what was happening halfway
through the game. Still played it until the end cos I wanted to know who the murderer was.

All in all the game wasn't bad. Some mechanics were weird, some puzzles didn't make sense and the story is confusing but it still
was an experience and fun to play through it. I'd say buy it when it's on sale so you won't regret spending the whole amount on it
(let's be honest, the price is too high).
You can finish it within 8-10 hours.
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Don't get it on Steam. This version it's broken.. This game never gets any better with regards to the bugs. Too much beard hair
in the software. Try more programming and less time in the bathroom working on your silly beards. Why is this the only game
on steam that is continuously release without actually being ready? I'm gonna ask for a refund.. The Shadowrun universe has
always intrigued me. I was very enthuastic about Shadowrun Chronicles. But my happiness is short-lived. The devs of this game
have great concept and ample time but I am very sorry to say the implementation is pretty mediocre.
Cons:
1) Combat encounters is one-dimensional and boring
2) Gun and gear avilability is short
3) Weird disconnection error while having constant network connectivity
4) Very small amount of RPG Elements
5) No conversation options
6) Skill/class system is not coherent.

Pros:
1) Good Concept
2) Good Story
3) Customization Options
4) Good Visuals for Gear and Guns

I plead to the devs please enhance and improve this game to reach its true potential if you can and please make sure there is no
server issues. This is a game you did not love but still cannot put down.. After playing Wolf Tails and Starlight Vega, Catch
Canvas was a huge disappointment coming from Razzart! I am not sure what the difference here is, because the same writer was
also used for other of her games, but I noticed that Unwonted Studios has worked on this game, but not on the other games from
Razz.

In my opinion, the writing was pretty badly done, like a teen trying really hard to make it sexual or something. It was
cringeworthy. Even when the uncle came in the end to check up on them, his character was horrible and over the top, didn't
seemed believable and seemed like a creep.
Also the other characters seemed over the top as well, some scenes were made sexually on purpose, but with no reasoning. One
girl is literally spying on the other girls when they're naked or taking a bath or another form that might be seen as sexual, which
is pretty creepy. And when she is confronted with it to stop, she will not stop and keep doing it anyway. One time you are even
taking a bath and you notice her and then make moan noises on purpose to turn her on, because apparently you like it. Another
time you are the one spying on the other girl. It is displayed as some normal behaviour and the girl that you're spying on is
playing with you as well.
Then there is this other girl that wants to draw manga and you teach her to draw proper manga, but she is always lying on the
bed sexually when you want to help her, half naked or whatever.

Now I wanna comment on the features that have been mentioned in the game description:

Interactive choices that change the result of the game
Not true. You can do whatever you want and it will change nothing in the story. The only choice you truly have is in the end
which of those girls you actually want to be "together".
Can you help the girls finish their paintings before the deadline?
They will finish their paintings whatever you do. You could be a total ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ to them and they will still finish it and even
date them. It can never backfire.. on level 1.6 the game goes to fast and the carts are 2 slow so its really hard sorry but i dont
recommend this game
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